Introduction.
A. Malcev constructed [l, p. 221] an interesting correspondence X between the class ?rti of all nonassociative rings with identity and a certain class of groups G5, nilpotent of class at most 2. Malcev proved [l, Theorem 1, p. 226] by means of this correspondence that the theories of 9?i and G6 are equivalent. This theorem is generalized here by showing that all of nonassociative ring theory is equivalent to the theory of a larger class of groups ®.
We prove specifically (b) If Psj and T® denote standard formalization of the theories for 9? and ® respectively in the sense of Tarski-Mostowski-Robinson, Undecidable theories [2, 1.2] then F induces a one to one recursive mapping F of all the closed formulas in Psr onto those of T®. Also if P£9t awci P is a closed formula of Tn then P is true in R if and only if F(P) is true\in F(R). Likewise P-1 induces a one to one recursive mapping P-1 of all the closed formulas in T® onto those of Paj where G£® and Q is a closed formula of T® implies that Q is true in G if and only if F~1(Q) is true in F-^G). .10 0 lj
We shall first verify axioms: Ai, ■ ■ ■ , A6. In order to do so, assume that g and h are elements of a group G and define the group commutator of g and h to be the product g~1-h~1-g-h. If we denote the commutator of g and h by [g, h] , then direct calculation yields ' !1 b c) II y zl~| (1 0 bx-ya
Therefore by (1) and (2), P(P) is nilpotent of class at most 2 and axiom ^4i is satisfied. But /?i = Aii = l implies h$ = l and hence X is the identity.
To show that r is an onto mapping let gEG and gi = g°, gi = gs and i3 = (g\)-1g(g!i)-1-Consequently (by A2) gu g2, g*EKaC\Hg and
1 gi gt X= 0 1 g2 EF(H(G)). 0 0 1. Thereforebyj4 3, A'T=g|g"g3 = g|g3g1=g.Thus7i'isthe inverse map of P Proof of Theorem 1 (b). We assume that the logical symbolism of Tm and P© is that of [2] . Suppose also that Pgj contains among its list of primitive symbols: X, +, 0, denoting: multiplication, addition and the additive identity respectively. Define the map P_1 by F~1(P) = C. As is obvious from the construction of P, P is true in G if and only if C is true in F~1(G). Proof of Theorem 1 (c). The correspondence X in [l] is the following.
If P£3ti let X(P) denote the collection of ordered triples (xi, x2, x3) of elements from P and define multiplication by (xu x2, x3)-(yx, y2, ys) = (*i + yi, x2 + y2, x2-yx + x3 + y3).
One has only to make the correspondence respectively.
